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Your Journey
To Purchase New Pews
Begins Here!
At Imperial, we understand that
the journey to purchase new pews for
your congregation is very complicated.
It is our goal to partner with you to help
simplify the process and to put our more
than 60 years of experience to work for
your benefit.
From initial budget estimates through
cleaning up after the final pews are installed,
we are here to walk with you every step of the
way. Our in-house design team, coordinating
with our network of local factory sales
consultants, will work with you to understand
your needs and priorities – and turn those into
the best pew seating and furniture combinations to
accomplish your goals – and more!

Let’s Get Started!
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Standard Pew Bodies
Pew Backs

Fully Upholstered Pews

I

mperial offers a variety of comfortable
options for pew backs and seats. Upholstered pew backs can have either 2” thick
or 2 1/4” thick foam with lumbar cushion.
Option on either is available to have matching
fabric or finished wood on the backside of the
back. Front side of the back may also have
defined back panels. (page 13)

Pew Seats
Imperial offers a full line-up of the most
comfortable seats in the industry. Foam
seats are available with 3”, 4”, and 5”
of foam. Imperial also manufactures the
most dependable and luxurious spring
seat available.
Pew Body 950/984

Lumbar Support
Studies on seating define comfort as the absence
of discomfort. The primary determining factor in
back comfort is the contour of the spine. The spine
is a flexibly segmented column of bone divided
into 25 parts. The most important of these are the
five segments in the lower portion of the back
called the lumbar area. These segments provide
nearly all back movement. When seated,
the lumbar area is placed in an unnatural
curvature and can become uncomfortable.
Imperial has developed a lumbar cushion
to conform to and support the
normal body curvature in this area.
It properly positions the upper
body and lumbar support to
significantly add to its comfort.
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Pew Body 953/984

Angle Back to Seat
The pew back supports only 4% of the occupant’s
weight and acts primarily as a stabilizer. To
provide proper stability, the seat to back angle
should be in a range from 95 to 105 degrees.
The Imperial pew has an angle of 100 degrees.
This proper angle coupled with the support from
the lumbar cushion in the back as well
as the scientifically designed contoured
cushioned seat eliminates pressure in
the critical comfort zones to deliver
seating comfort never experienced in
a church pew before. Call us
and see for yourself. You will
be glad you did!

•

www.pews.com

Overholtzer Series Pews

I

n 2003, Imperial Woodworks, Inc. purchased the assets and designs of Overholtzer Church Furnishings,
which had operated out of Modesto, CA for many years. While Overholtzer Church Furnishings no longer
exists, Imperial Woodworks, Inc. now continues to manufacture the unique features and designs of the
Overholtzer product that made it so popular for many years for thousands of congregations. Ask your local
factory sales consultant for more details about premium features such as the ergonomic serpentine spring
cushioned seat, or the solid oak 3” thick shoulder-rolled toprail.

Wood Back Pews

All Wood Pews

22 1/2”

32”

944-SRO
22 1/2”

Pew Body 940/984

Pew Body 944

Imperial’s wood back pew allows a flat
wood back to be combined with any of our
seat options (see pg. 2).
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•

32”

Imperial offers a very traditional and
comfortable all-wood pew with a flat wood
back and a contoured seat.
1.800.234.6624

•

info@pews.com

944
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Traditional Pew Ends

5310-S

200

3371-S

3071-S

3171-S

900
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•
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Cantilever Pew Ends

C-900

C-902

C-5310-S

C-3171-S

C-3371-S

C-525
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C-511
•

1.800.234.6624

•

info@pews.com
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Colonial Style Pew Ends

5310

3371

3071

3171

C-3371
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3471

C-3171

C-5310
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Overholtzer Series

10

24

40-A

40-B

40-C

40-D

40-E

40-F

3471-S

52
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1.800.234.6624

•
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Custom Pew Ends

Whether your congregation is considering straight pews or
radial pews, upholstered pews or all-wood pews, Imperial can
work with you and your design team to create a unique pew
end to complement your building and enhance the look of
your worship space.
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Pew End Accents

No. 80 Decorative Panel
No. 19 Cross Design
No. 17 Cross Design
The above accents are incised into face. When stained, it highlights the beauty.

No. T1
Tracery

No. T2
Tracery

No. T3
Tracery

No. P2 Rosette

Only available with END NO. 900 and C-900.

No. T5
Tracery

No. T4
Tracery

No. T6
Tracery

No. P3 Carving

Only available with END NO. 900 and C-900.

No. 40 Series
Pew Ends
All pew ends from this unique, traditional series (pg. 7) are available with
a choice of plain face, simple incised
rout, or decorative panel. Each rout is
tailored to the profile of the end.
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No. 40C
Plain Faced

1.800.234.6624

No. 40A
Incised

•

No. 40C
T7

info@pews.com
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Kneelers
Imperial’s Exclusive Silent
Kneeler is designed to
prevent the normal free fall
due to gravity for a noiseless operation. Utilizing
a solid oak stretcher and
panel, Imperial’s kneeler
is extremely durable and
shows off the natural
beauty of finished wood.
Topped with a thick cushion of high-density foam,
it is in a class all its own.

Pew Fronts
Our pew fronts exemplify the high quality that we take pride in. Choose the pew front to complement
your Imperial pews. Standard height is 32” from the floor.
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NO. 5
Plain, All-Stain

NO. 4020
Raised Panels All-Stain

NO. 200
All-Stain

NO. 4010
Plain Panel
(Two-Tone or All-Stain)

NO. 4030
Applied Molds
(Two-Tone or All-Stain)

NO. 4070
Two-Tone Colonial
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Bookracks
NO. 6204
NO. 6304
NO. 6404

UNDERSEAT BOOKRACKS
NO. 21

Card and
Pencil Holder

NO. 742

NO. 740

Rear Access

Front Access
Underseat bookracks hold 3 Books

NO. 5

Card pocket
3-3/4 L” wide x 2-3/4” high x 5/16”

Cup Holder

I” x 2” x 9 H” Long

Additional Seating and Furniture Options
In addition to pews, Imperial manufactures
a diverse range of products to beautifully
furnish your sanctuary as well as
surrounding areas. Contact our office
or visit our website to see the stacking
chairs, theater style chairs, pulpits, tables,
and complete series of chancel furniture
available to meet your needs. If you don’t
see exactly what you envision, we can
help you custom-design a set of furniture
to make your visions a reality.
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1.800.234.6624

•

info@pews.com
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St. Matthew Catholic Church, El Paso, TX

12

Champions Church of Christ, Houston, TX
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“Imperial Woodworks has installed fabric style benches in over 50 courtrooms and all wood
style benches in several waiting areas. … The products, pricing and service provided have been
more than satisfactory. Their performance at all levels of these projects has been great including
design services, production time frames, scheduling, coordination and installation.”
Vic Scamara, Court Facilities Project Manager

“… Imperial Woodworks exemplifies a company that earns their customers praise through
hard work and dedication to deliver the finest quality products and services that you our
patron deserve and expect. It is due to this professionalism that we highly recommend Imperial
Woodworks to you and your religious community.”
Dennis Orosz – Contract & Business Development Manager

“…When delivered, on time and as promised, the pews were beautiful! … Imperial is a company
that not only makes beautiful furniture, they stand behind their product 100%. … I can heartily
recommend … Imperial Woodworks to any group in search of fine furniture.”
Lawrence N. Brouse – Owner’s Representative

“… I wanted to say thank you for providing (us) with not only excellent product but most
important excellent service. Please keep providing your great service. I look forward to working
with you in the future.”
Todd Russell – Executive Administrator

P.O. Box 7835 • Waco, Texas 76714
Toll Free: 1-800-234-6624
www.pews.com
info@pews.com
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